We show how some of our recent results clarify the relationship between the Lê numbers and the cohomology of the Milnor fiber of a non-isolated hypersurface singularity. The Lê numbers are actually the ranks of the free Abelian groups -the Lê modules -appearing in a complex whose cohomology is that of the Milnor fiber. Moreover, the Milnor monodromy acts on the Lê module complex, and we describe the traces of these monodromy actions in terms of the topology of the critical locus.
§0. Introduction
From 1988 to 1995, we developed the Lê numbers as a generalization to non-isolated affine hypersurface singularities of the Milnor number of an isolated hypersurface singularity; see [M1] . Since producing the Lê cycles and Lê numbers, we have wondered how to generalize their construction to the completely general case of a function f : X → C, where X itself may be an arbitrarily singular space and f has an arbitrary critical locus. Of course, what the "critical locus" of such an f should mean is part of the problem.
Recently, in [M2] , we developed a general framework for producing "Lê-like" cycles, associated to such general f . We found that the correct generalization of the Lê cycles were a type of cycle where the coefficients were not integers, but were, in fact, modules. Moreover, these "enriched cycles" were graded. Similarly, the Lê numbers were replaced by graded modules; to obtain actual numbers, one had to take the Euler characteristics of these graded modules.
The main problem with [M2] is that the setting is so general that it is difficult to translate the results into statements that are more down-to-Earth; in particular, it is unclear what the results of [M2] tell one about the "classical" Lê numbers of a function on an affine space. We make these translations in Section 2 of this paper.
What we show is that the Lê numbers are actually the ranks of the free Abelian groups -the Lê modules -appearing in a complex whose cohomology is the integral cohomology of the Milnor fiber. Moreover, the Milnor monodromy acts naturally on this Lê module complex.
In Section 3, we prove that the traces of the monodromy actions on the Lê module complex depend solely on the topology of the critical locus of f . This places some interesting restrictions on the characteristic polynomials of the Milnor monodromy action on the cohomology of the Milnor fiber. §1. Quick Review of Lê Numbers
Let U be an open neighborhood of the origin in C n+1 and let f : (U, 0) → (C, 0) be complex analytic. Let s := dim 0 Σf . We will assume throughout this paper that U is small enough so that Σf ⊆ V (f ).
1 If s = 0, then the Milnor number, µ f (0), of f at the origin is an extremely important piece of numerical data related to the topology of the hypersurface V (f ). In particular, the reduced cohomology, H * (), of the Milnor fiber, F f,0 , of f at the origin is zero in all degrees, except possibly in degree n,
Fix a set of linear coordinates z := (z 0 , . . . , z n ) for U. The Lê numbers of f , λ * f,z (0), with respect to z are a generalization of the Milnor number to the case where s > 0. See [M1] . We shall not recall the definition of the Lê numbers here, but we will recall some of their properties.
The Lê numbers are defined algebraically, and their existence requires that the coordinates z are chosen generically in a fairly weak sense. If z is generic enough so that λ * f,z (0) exists, then λ * f,z (p) exists for all p ∈ V (f ) near 0. It is only the choice of the coordinates (z 0 , . . . , z s−1 ) that matter is calculating the Lê numbers near the origin (recall that s is calculated at the origin).
The i-dimensional Lê number at 0, λ i f,z (0), is possibly non-zero only for those i such that 0 i s. If s = 0, the only conceivably non-zero Lê number is λ 0 f,z (0), which equals the Milnor number µ f (0). If S is a stratification of V (f ) which contains V (f )−Σf , and such that all of the Lê numbers λ * f,z (p) remain constant as p varies along a stratum, then S is a good stratification, i.e., a stratification such that, for all S ∈ S, the pair (U − V (f ), S) satisfies the a f condition.
If one fixes a good stratification, S, of V (f ) in a neighborhood of the origin, the coordinates z 0 , . . . , z s−1 are prepolar at the origin with respect to S provided that, for all j such that 0 j s− 1, V (z j ) transversely intersects all of the strata of S ∩ V (z 0 , . . . , z j−1 ) in a neighborhood of the origin except, perhaps, at the origin itself. Prepolar coordinates are generic. If z 0 , . . . , z s−1 are prepolar at the origin with respect to S, then the coordinates are prepolar with respect to S at all points near the origin. If the coordinates z 0 , . . . , z s−1 are prepolar at the origin with respect to some good stratification, then there is a chain complex
with cohomology isomorphic to H * (F f,0 ; C), where we have written λ i f for λ i f,z (0), and the C λ i f term stands in degree n − i (this complex is mistakenly reversed in [M1] ). §2. More Recent Results
In [M2] , the results that we proved were so general that it may be difficult to see what they say about the Lê numbers. This section will clarify the matter. Despite the fact that the results here follow quickly from the results of [M2] , we state them as theorems, since we have never before presented them as we do below.
We continue to let z = (z 0 , . . . , z n ) be a set of linear coordinates for U, and we will simplify our notation by also writing z 0 , . . . , z n when we restrict these coordinate functions to various subspaces.
We will refer to Section 5 of [M2] extensively. The complex A • of Section 5 of [M2] will here be
The number d of Section 5 of [M2] will here be s. We will concentrate our attention at the origin.
Following Definition 5.1 of [M2], but simplifying our notation for our current setting:
Definition 2.1. For all j such that 0 j n, define Φ j f,z to be the complex of sheaves of Z-modules given by iterating the vanishing and nearby cycles
where, when j = 0, we mean that Φ 0
We say that the coordinates
As Z • U [n + 1] is a perverse sheaf, and as shifted nearby and vanishing cycles take perverse sheaves to perverse sheaves, we see that
f,z is a perverse sheaf with the origin as an isolated point of its support; this implies that the stalk cohomology at the origin of each Φ j f,z is concentrated in degree 0.
Hence, we make the following definition:
-isolating at the origin, then we define the j-dimensional Lê module of f with respect to z at the origin to be
such that, for all j, the cohomology ker ∂ j / im ∂ j+1 is isomorphic to H n−j (F f,0 ; Z); v) the Milnor monodromy automorphism acts on the complex in iv) in a compatible fashion with the Milnor monodromy action on H * (F f,0 ; Z); vi) the induced Milnor monodromy in v) acts on each M j f,z is quasi-unipotent, i.e., the complex roots of the characteristic polynomials are all roots of unity.
Proof. Parts i) and ii) follow immediately from Corollary 5.15 of [M2] . Part iii) follows immediately from Theorem 5.23 and Remark 5.24 of [M2] . Part iv) follows immediately from Theorem 5.18 of [M2] . Part v) follows from the naturality of the monodromy action on the vanishing cycles.
We show Part vi). Let T f denote the monodromy automorphism on φ
. In a neighborhood of the origin, the Monodromy Theorem implies that there exist a, b ∈ N such that (id − T a f ) b = 0 in the derived category; one applies the functors φ zj [−1]ψ zj−1 [−1] . . . ψ z0 [−1] to this equality, and the conclusion follows immediately.
Definition 2.4. We refer to the complex appearing in Theorem 2.3 as the Lê module complex of f at 0 with respect to z. We refer to the automorphism on M j f,z which is induced by the Milnor monodromy as the j-dimensional Lê-Milnor monodromy (or, simply, LM monodromy) .
We must still establish relationships between prepolar coordinates and φ f [−1]Z • U [n + 1]-isolating coordinates, and between the Lê numbers and the ranks of the Lê modules.
Let Bl J(f ) U π − → U denote the blow-up of U along the Jacobian ideal, J(f ), of f . This blow-up naturally sits inside U × P n . Let E denote the exceptional divisor of this blow-up. below, π * denotes the proper push-forward of cycles.
Theorem 2.5. The following are equivalent:
there exists an open neighborhood W of the origin inside U such that, for all j such that 0 j s−1, E properly intersects W × (P j × {0}) inside U × P n (i.e., the intersection is purely j-dimensional) and
c) there exists an open neighborhood W of the origin inside U such that, for all j such that 0 j n, E properly intersects W × (P j × {0}) inside U × P n and
When the equivalent conditions above hold:
for all j such that 0 j n, i) the germ of the j-dimensional Lê cycle, Λ j f,z , is defined and is equal to π * E · (W × (P j × {0}) ;
ii) the j-dimensional Lê number, λ j f,z (0) is defined and is equal to the rank of the j-dimensional Lê module M j f,z .
Proof. Except for the equivalence of b) to a) and c), this is Theorem 6.7 of [M2] , where F • := Z • U [n+1] andf := f . The equivalence of b) to a) and c) follows at once from Theorem 5.10 of [M2] .
Remark 2.6. In fact, most of the results of [M2] hold with coefficients in extremely general base rings; in particular, when the base ring a finite field Z/pZ. 
→ 0 whose cohomology is isomorphic to H * (F f,0 ; R). In other words, the "Lê numbers with R coefficients" remain the same. Of course, by the Universal Coefficient Theorem,
Therefore, by varying R through Z and through the fields Z/pZ, we find that, not only do the Lê numbers put restrictions on the Betti numbers of H * (F f,0 ; Z), they also place upper-bounds on the number of p-torsion direct summands of H * (F f,0 ; Z) .
Finally, below, why see why prepolar coordinates are important. Proof. That the coordinates z are φ f [−1]Z • U [n + 1]-isolating is immediate from the second statement in Theorem 6.5 of [M2] . Note, that in our simple setting, the a f,F • partition referred to in 6.5 of [M2] is simply a good partition. See Definition 4.7 of [M2] , use that F • := Z • U [n + 1], and note that the only visible stratum is U − V (f ).
The remaining statements follow from an inductive application of the main result of Lê in [L] . §3. Lê-Milnor Traces In this section, we will show that the traces of the Lê-Milnor monodromies (Definition 2.4) can easily be described in terms of the topology of Σf . We continue with f , z, and s as given in the previous sections.
Definition 3.1 For all j such that 0 j s, we define the j-dimensional (complex) link of Σf at the origin with respect to z to be
where 0 ≪ |a 0 | ≪ |a 1 | ≪ · · · ≪ |a s−1 | ≪ ǫ ≪ 1. When j = s, we mean, of course, that L s Σf,z :=
Note that we refer to L j Σf,z as the "j-dimensional link", even when the coordinates are such that L j Σf,z is not j-dimensional. However, generically, our terminology makes sense, since we have: properly intersects Λ i f,z at the origin. As Λ s f,z is non-empty (or, is not zero), the conclusion follows.
Note that it is definitely not true that isolating coordinates yield pure-dimensional L j Σf,z .
So that we do not have to break the statement of the following theorem into two cases, we let L −1 Σf,z := ∅.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the coordinates z are φ f [−1]Z • U [n + 1]-isolating at the origin. Then, for all j such that 0 j s, the trace of the j-dimensional Lê-Milnor monodromy is
Proof. Throughout this proof, if the Milnor monodromy acts on a complex A • , we let L 0 {A • } denote the Lefschetz number of the Milnor monodromy action on the stalk of A • at the origin. There is a fundamental distinguished triangle
Restricting to Σf , we obtain
is Σf , and the monodromy action is the identity on Z • Σf [n]. In addition, for all p ∈ Σf , A'Campo's result [A'C] implies that the Lefschetz number of the monodromy action on ψ f [−1]Z • U [n + 1] at p is zero. Therefore, for all j such that 0 j s − 1,
where χ 0 denotes the Euler characteristic of the stalk at 0. Now, we find that, for all j such that 1 j s,
. When j = 0, we use A'Campo's result again to obtain
Note that the alternating sum of the traces telescopes to yield the basic A'Campo result that T. Gaffney first suggested to us that one might be able to detect aspects of the topology of Σf inside the Milnor fiber of f . Theorem 3.3 is, so far, our best result along these lines.
In addition, Gaffney suggested that special results might hold when Σf is a local complete intersection. While Corollary 3.6 is a fairly weak result, it does seem to indicate that there is something special about the case where Σf is an l.c.i.
Finally, the reader should note that, in a sense, what Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.3 tell us is that the Lê module complex refines the monodromy data given by the Monodromy Theorem and A'Campo's Lefschetz number theorem. More accurately, Theorems 2.3 and 3.3 use the fact that the Monodromy Theorem and A'Campo's theorem hold at points near the origin, and "compress" that data into a statement at the origin itself.
